Spotlight

AUB research team uncovers a smartphone app that could steal users' money

The Network Security Group at AUB has developed a smartphone application that is capable of transferring prepaid phone credits without the phone user's authorization or knowledge. >>

Announcements

University Health Services: Doctors' daily schedule
Check out the daily schedule of the doctors at the University Health Services. >>

CCECS announcements
  - Beach Watch - Big Blue Day, on May 20, 2012
  - "Cooking for A Good Cause"
  - "Seeing beyond Sight" photo workshop, May 21-27, 2012
  - Spring gardening workshop, on May 22, 2012

Events

"I embrace earth within you" fundraising book signing by Hadi Mourad
The Center for Civic Engagement and Community Service (CCECS), in coordination with the Office of Communications, invites you to a fundraising book signing, "I embrace earth within you," by Hadi Mourad. >>

May 14, 2012, at 5:30 pm, in Assembly Hall
"The Engineering of Attitude"
The Department of Architecture and Design invites you to a lecture entitled "The Engineering of Attitude," by Hanif Kara, Co-Founder and Design Director, AKTII. >>

May 14, 2012, at 6:00 pm, in Architecture Lecture Hall

Blood Drive, Give Blood - Give Life
The Lebanese Red Cross Club at AUB, in collaboration with the AUBMC Blood Bank, is organizing a Blood Drive. >>

May 15, 2012, 9:00 am - 4:30 pm, in West Hall, Common Room

Launching of the World Bank Flagship Report

"Stay True... Doping Is Not For You!"
Join University Sports, University Health Services and Wellness Program's sports "Anti-doping" event to discuss the hot topic of sports doping. Share your questions with our panel of professionals in the field. Register at wellness@aub.edu.lb.

Apply now for BA/BS-BSN-Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Rafic Hariri School of Nursing announced the launching of the first accelerated program for BA and BS degree holders. Application deadline for Fall 2012-13 is May 15, 2012. >>

Student submissions for "Shades of Gray"
The English department is seeking student submissions for its new anthology it is writing and editing, currently entitled "Shades of Gray," due for publication starting Fall 2012-13. Deadline is May 15, 2012. >>

**Full-time graphic designer needed at ibsar**
Ibsar, Nature Conservation Center for Sustainable Futures, has a job vacancy for the position of a full-time graphic designer. Deadline for applying is May 15, 2012. >>

**International Museum Day**
AUB's Archeological Museum is celebrating International Museum Day on May 18, 2012. >>

**Apply now for the Fulbright Scholarships for graduate study in USA**
Fulbright Foreign Student Scholarships are offered by US Embassy for professionals and students who want to pursue a Master's degree in USA. Application deadline is May 16, 2012. Applicants must be Lebanese citizens or legal Palestinian residents of Lebanon. >>

**Full-time research assistant needed at IT ACPS**
IT Academic Core Processes and Systems (ACPS) has an opening for full-time research assistant. If interested, please send an email to wissamn@aub.edu.lb, describing your qualifications and attaching your CV, before May 25, 2012. >>

**AUB Beach will open as of May 25, 2012**
The AUB Beach will open as of May 25, 2012. Read the AUB Beach policy and fees for the Summer of 2012. Enjoy the summer at AUB! >>

**AUB re-launches PhD program in biomedical sciences**
AUB began accepting applications for the PhD Program in Biomedical Sciences, deadline to apply is June 4, 2012. >>

**UNAI and Brookings global contest for university students**
The United Nations Academic Impact (UNAI) and the Brookings Institution in Washington DC are launching a global contest for university students. Deadline for submissions is June 15, 2012. >>

**Radiologic Technology Training Program (RTTP) Fall applications**
The Radiologic Technology Training Program (RTTP) at AUBMC is accepting applications for Fall 2012-13. Interested applicants should pass by the RTTP at AUBMC, sub-basement, room SB-16, for further information or send an email to ms30@aub.edu.lb.

Library Tours and Instruction Sessions

Under the patronage of HE Nazem El-Khoury, Minister of Environment, in collaboration with the United Nations Development Program and in partnership with Issam Fares Institute for Public Policy and International Affairs, you are invited to the launching of the World Bank Flagship Report, "Adaptation to a Changing Climate in the Arab Countries." >>

May 15, 2012, 10:00 am - 12:00 noon, in College Hall, Auditorium B1

**AUB to launch milestone reference book on public health**
Under the patronage of Prime Minister Najib Mikati, the Faculty of Health Sciences will be launching a milestone reference book on public health in Lebanon and the region. >>

May 15, 2012, 4:00 - 5:00 pm, at the Hisham Jaroudi Auditorium, Rafic Hariri School of Nursing

"The 11th FEA student conference" (FEASC)
The annual FEA student conference provides a forum in which a selected group of students can present their projects, research, and designs. >>

May 16 and 17, 2012, in the Architecture Lecture Hall, Bechtel

**Conference on "Dietary Management of Metabolic Syndrome"**
Department of Nutrition and Food Sciences at AUB and Department of Clinical Nutrition at AUBMC, in collaboration with LAND, invite you to a conference on "Dietary Management of Metabolic Syndrome."

May 16 and 17, 2012, in Issam Fares Hall

**"Athletes Night 2012"**
University Sports invites you to "Athletes Night 2012" to honor the AUB athletes representing Lebanon in the Olympic Games 2012, London, and the AUB MVPs of the year.

May 16, 2012, at 6:30 pm, in Hostler Center Auditorium

**AUB launches new master's program in human resource management**
The Suliman S. Olayan School of Business (OSB) invites interested students in the newly instated master's degree program in human resource management (MHRM) to join the information session.

May 17, 2012, at 5:30 pm, in OSB, Room 334

**Special tribute in honor of George K. Najjar**
AUB and WAAAUB invite you to attend a special tribute in honor of George K. Najjar, Founding Dean of the Suliman S. Olayan School of Business (OSB).
The University Libraries are offering a variety of workshops and tours. Request a library instruction session, or sign up your class for a library tour.  

May 17, 2012, 6:00 to 8:00 pm, in OSB, Maamari Auditorium
"The Road to Democracy" Panel Discussion
AUB and the Global Development Network invite you to a panel discussion entitled "The Road to Democracy: The Arab Region, Latin America and Eastern Europe."

May 18, 2012, 4:00 - 7:00 pm, in College Hall, Auditorium B1
AUB Outdoors 2012
The Outdoors festival is a major annual event. For two successive days, clubs and societies at AUB prepare for games and activities in addition to many concerts and plays performed by talented AUB students.

May 19-20, 2012, at AUB
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